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Abstract Based on Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms waveform
data, Gao, Lu, et al. (2016) have reported two special multiband chorus events, where upper band
waves are located at harmonics of lower band waves. And they proposed a new generation mechanism
to explain this multiband chorus wave, named as lower band cascade. With a 1-D particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulation model, we have investigated the lower band cascade of whistler waves excited by
anisotropic hot electrons. During each simulation, lower band whistler mode waves are firstly excited by
the anisotropy of hot electrons. Later, upper band harmonic waves are generated through the nonlinear
coupling between the electromagnetic and electrostatic components of lower band waves, which
supports the scenario of lower band cascade. Moreover, the peak wave number (or frequency) of lower
band waves will continuously drift to smaller values due to the decline of the anisotropy of hot
electrons. While the peak wave number of upper band harmonic waves will be kept nearly unchanged,
but their amplitude continues to decrease after their saturation. We further find that the magnetic
amplitude of upper band harmonic waves tends to increase with the increase of the wave normal angle
of lower band waves or the anisotropy of hot electrons. Besides, the amplitude ratio between upper
band and lower band waves is positively correlated with the wave normal angle of lower band waves
but is anticorrelated with the anisotropy of hot electrons. Our study has provided a more
comprehensive understanding of the lower band cascade of whistler waves.

1. Introduction

Whistler mode chorus wave is one of intense plasma waves in the inner magnetosphere that occurs natu-
rally near the magnetic equator during geoactive periods (Burtis & Helliwell, 1969; Gao, Mourenas, et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2009; Santolík et al., 2005; Tsurutani & Smith, 1974). Chorus waves are typically detected
within the frequency range of 0.1 to 0.8fce, where fce is the equatorial electron gyrofrequency
(Meredith et al., 2001; Santolík et al., 2003). Around 0.5fce, there is usually a power gap in the spectro-
gram, which divides chorus waves into two separate bands: lower band (0.1–0.5fce) and upper band
(0.5–0.8fce) (Koons & Roeder, 1990; Tsurutani & Smith, 1974). Whistler mode chorus waves in the inner
magnetosphere can exhibit three kinds of time-frequency spectrogram, such as rising tones, falling tones,
and hiss-like emissions (Gao et al., 2014a; Li et al., 2012; Santolík et al., 2003). Based on statistical results
from Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) satellites, chorus
waves are observed to vary over a large range of the magnetic amplitude (~10 pT to ~1 nT), but they
tend to have larger amplitudes during stronger geomagnetic activity (Li, Bortnik, et al., 2011). For lower
band chorus waves, rising tones are mainly field aligned with the wave normal angle typically smaller
than 30°, while falling tones are typically very oblique (Li, Thorne, et al., 2011). Whistler mode chorus
waves are very significant in regulating electron populations in the Van Allen radiation belt due to their
dual role in both loss and acceleration of radiation belt energetic electrons (Chen et al., 2007; Thorne
et al., 2005). Chorus waves can not only efficiently scatter lower energy (0.1–30 keV) electrons into the
loss cone, resulting in enhanced diffuse auroral precipitation into the Earth’s atmosphere (Ni et al.,
2011; Nishimura et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2010), but also rapidly accelerate seed electrons (approximately
hundreds of keV) up to relativistic energies (approximately MeV), refilling the outer Van Allen radiation
belt during geomagnetic storms (Mourenas et al., 2014; Reeves et al., 2013; Summers et al., 1998;
Thorne et al., 2013).
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It has long been accepted that hot electrons (approximately tens of keV) with a sufficient temperature aniso-
tropy T⊥> T∣∣ (“⊥” and “||” denote perpendicular and parallel to the background magnetic field, respectively)
can provide free energy to excite whistler mode waves (Gary et al., 2000; Helliwell, 1967; Kennel & Petschek,
1966; Li et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2004). However, the generation of whistler mode chorus waves in the Earth’s
magnetosphere still remains an open question. Although not yet fully understood, the generation of
rising-tone chorus waves is now widely believed to involve both linear and nonlinear wave-particle interac-
tions (Cully et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2014a; Hikishima et al., 2009; Katoh & Omura, 2007; Omura et al., 2008). With
one-dimensional (1-D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, many previous works have successfully reproduced
parallel propagating rising-tone chorus waves (Hikishima et al., 2009; Katoh & Omura, 2007; Omura et al.,
2008). Another mysterious property of whistler mode chorus waves in the magnetosphere is the power
gap around 0.5fce, which can separate upper band chorus from lower band chorus. Up to now, there have
been several possible mechanisms proposed to explain this phenomenon (Fu et al., 2014; Omura et al.,
2009). Omura et al. (2009) pointed out that the upper band chorus wave is just the extension of the lower
band chorus wave but experiences a strong damping at about 0.5fce due to the inhomogeneity of the back-
ground magnetic field, while Fu et al. (2014) indicated that this gap is just a natural consequence of two ani-
sotropic electron populations.

Recently, with THEMIS waveform data, Gao, Lu, et al. (2016) have reported two special multiband chorus
events, where the upper band chorus wave is the second harmonic of the lower band chorus wave. Then,
they proposed a new mechanism to explain this multiband chorus wave, named as lower band cascade,
and further suggested that this could be a potential generation mechanism of upper band chorus waves.
In this scenario, the upper band chorus wave is generated due to the nonlinear coupling between the elec-
trostatic and electromagnetic components of the lower band chorus wave. With a 1-D PIC simulation model,
Gao, Ke, et al. (2017) successfully reproduced multiband chorus waves and further confirmed the lower band
cascade mechanism. In their simulations, the lower band chorus wave is simplified as a monochromatic whis-
tler mode wave, which is injected in the system at the very beginning.

In this paper, with a 1-D PIC simulation model, we further investigate the lower band cascade of whistler
waves excited by anisotropic hot electrons. In our simulations, the pump whistler mode waves are generated
self-consistently by anisotropic hot electrons instead of the artificial injection, which also turn into amore rea-
listic whistler mode spectrum. Moreover, we also study the time evolution of both lower band and upper
band waves, how the amplitude of upper band harmonic waves and their amplitude ratio correlate with
the wave normal angle (WNA)/anisotropy of hot electrons. The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 describes the 1-D PIC simulation model and our initial setup. The simulation results are illu-
strated in section 3. At last, we summarize the principle results and give some discussions in section 4.

2. One-Dimensional PIC Simulation Model

The PIC simulation model has been widely applied in various researches on space physics (Gao, Ke, et al.,
2017; Lu et al., 2004, 2010). The 1-D PIC simulation model with periodic boundary conditions allows spatial
variations only in the x direction, meaning that the wave vector will be fixed along the x axis, but includes
three-dimensional electromagnetic fields and velocities. The uniform background magnetic field B0 ¼ B0
cosθx̂þ sinθẑð Þ is lying in the (x, z) plane, where θ is the angle between the x axis and B0. The electromag-

netic fields are defined on grids and calculated by integrating Maxwell equations with explicit “Leapfrog”
algorithm (Birdsall & Langdon, 1991), while the full dynamics of particles can be obtained by solving the rela-
tivistic motion equation. In our simulations, there are three kinds of particles, such as protons, cold, and hot
electrons. Note that protons are assumed to be an immobile neutralizing component since the frequencies of
the investigated whistler mode waves are much larger than the ion cyclotron frequency.

In this simulation model, the time and space are normalized by the inverse of the electron gyrofrequencyΩ�1
e

and the electron inertial length c/Ωpe (c andΩpe denote the light speed and plasma frequency, respectively).
The number of grid cells in the simulation box is nx= 2, 400 with its size as Δx= 0.34VAe/Ωe (where VAe ¼ B0
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0n0me

p
, n0 is the plasma density), and the total simulation time is about 800Ω�1

e with the time step as

Δt ¼ 0:025Ω�1
e . Here we set the ratio of the plasma frequency to electron gyrofrequency as Ωpe/Ωe= 4,

which is a typical value at L≈ 6 (L = r/RE, r is the distance to the Earth at the magnetic equator and RE is
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the radius of the Earth), where the ambient magnetic field and plasma density are assumed to be
B0 = 150 nT and n0 = 3.5 cm�3 (Gao et al., 2014b; Li et al., 2009). The mass ratio of proton to
electron is set as 1836. For cold electrons, they satisfy the Maxwellian distribution with the thermal velocity
as vc= 0.01VAe, that is, βc ∣ ∣= 9.2 × 10�5, whose number density is chosen as 0.92 n0, while hot electrons
will satisfy a bi-Maxwellian distribution with their density as 0.08 n0. Here protons have the same
temperature as cold electrons, which means that their thermal velocity is ~2.3 × 10�4VAe. If there is no any
other explicit statements, the anisotropy of hot electrons is chosen as Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0= 6 with their parallel
thermal velocity as vh ∣ ∣=1.0VAe, that is, βh ∣ ∣= 0.08, and the WNA of excited whistler mode waves is
fixed to θ = 30°. This plasma model has also been used in previous works (Gao et al., 2014a; Katoh &
Omura, 2006, 2007). In order to efficiently reduce the noise level in the simulation system, we uniformly
set average 5,000 macroparticles in every cell for each species.

3. Simulation Result

Figure 1 shows the time history of (a) transverse fluctuating magnetic fields δB2t =B
2
0 and (b) the parallel tem-

perature Th ∣ ∣/Th ∣ ∣ 0 (red), perpendicular temperature Th⊥/Th ∣ ∣ 0 (blue), and anisotropy Th⊥/Th ∣ ∣ (black) of

hot electrons, respectively. The transverse fluctuating magnetic field is given by δB2t ¼ δB2y þ δB2z . Based on

the linear theory, the anisotropic hot electrons will be unstable to excite whistler mode waves. Just as shown

in Figure 1a, whistler mode waves begin to grow from the background noise level around 100Ω�1
e , and satu-

rate at about 300Ω�1
e with the intensity of fluctuating magnetic fields reaching up to δB2t =B

2
0≈3�10�3. During

linear growth of whistler mode waves, the perpendicular temperature of hot electrons rapidly decreases,
while their parallel temperature gains a fast increase, leading to the reduction of the anisotropy Th⊥/Th ∣ ∣

from 6 to ~1.5 (Figure 1b).

Figure 2 displays the evolution of excited whistler mode waves, including the k-t spectrogram of (a) trans-
verse fluctuating magnetic fields δBt/B0 and (b) fluctuating electric fields δEx along the wave vector, and (c)
time profiles of magnetic amplitudes of lower band whistler mode waves (δBLW/B0) and upper band harmo-
nic waves (δBHW/B0), and their amplitude ratio (δBHW/δBLW), respectively. The black dashed lines in Figures 2a
and 2b mark the wave number (~1.16(VAe/Ωe)

-1) at 0.5Ωe, which is estimated from the linear theory by using
WHAMP model (https://github.com/irfu/whamp) (Rönnmark, 1982). As shown in Figure 2a, there is a clear
power minimum around 0.5 Ωe, which divides the whistler mode spectrum into lower band waves (LW)

and upper band harmonic waves (HW). The lower band waves are firstly excited at about 100 Ω�1
e from ani-

sotropic hot electrons, whose peak wave number with the dominant magnetic power is at ~0.66(VAe/Ωe)
�1.

However, during their subsequent growth, it is interesting to find that the peak wave number of lower band

waves continuously decreases before 300Ω�1
e , which was also reported by previous works (Lu et al., 2004;

Sydora et al., 2007). This is just due to the fast decline of the anisotropy of hot electrons, which can be

(a) (b)

Figure 1. The time evolution of (a) transverse fluctuating magnetic fields δB2t =B
2
0 and (b) the parallel temperature Th ∣ ∣/

Th ∣ ∣ 0 (red), perpendicular temperature Th⊥/Th ∣ ∣ 0 (blue), and anisotropy Th⊥/Th ∣ ∣ (black) of hot electrons,
respectively.
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further supported by the linear growth rate shown in Figure 4. For upper

band waves, they begin to appear in the system at about 200 Ω�1
e with

the peak wave number as ~1.3 (VAe/Ωe)
�1, which is nearly twice that of

lower band waves. Unlike lower band waves, the peak wave number of
upper band harmonic waves nearly keeps constant after their generation,
but upper band waves experience an obvious decline in the amplitude till
the end of the simulation. Due to the finite wave normal angle of excited
whistler mode waves, there are significant fluctuating electric fields along
their wave vector as shown in Figure 2b, which are very important in the
scenario of lower band cascade.

The magnetic amplitude for each band in Figure 2c is given by integrating
the magnetic spectral density over three adjacent bins around the peak
wave number at each time. Note that their amplitude ratio δBHW/δBLW is
plotted only when the amplitude of upper band harmonic waves is larger
than 1.0 × 10�4. The amplitude of lower band waves increases from

~100 Ω�1
e and saturates at ~340 Ω�1

e with δBLW/B0≈ 2.4 × 10�3, while the
amplitude of upper band harmonic waves starts to increase at a later time

~200Ω�1
e and saturates at ~320Ω�1

e with δBHW/B0≈ 2.8 × 10
�4. In Figure 2c,

the amplitude ratio is found to be quite variable during the simulation,
ranging from 6% to 13%, which is also consistent with observed values
(~10�2 to ~10�1) reported in Gao, Lu, et al. (2016).

To clearly exhibit the evolution of both lower band and upper band whis-
tler mode waves, we plot the spectra of transverse fluctuating magnetic
fields δBt/B0 at three selected time points in Figure 3: (a) Ωet= 180, (b)
Ωet= 340, and (c)Ωet= 600. The blue and red dashed lines denote the peak
wave number for lower band and upper band waves, respectively. At
Ωet= 180, there only exist lower band whistler mode waves with the peak
wave number as ~0.66 (VAe/Ωe)

�1 in the system (Figure 3a), which are still
in the linear growth stage. When lower band waves saturate at about
Ωet= 340 (Figure 3b), their peak wave number has drifted to a smaller
value of ~0.53 (VAe/Ωe)

�1. Meanwhile, upper bandwaves are also observed
with a considerable amplitude, peaking at ~1.3 (VAe/Ωe)

�1, which is about
2.5 times that of lower band waves during this period. At Ωet= 600, the
peak wave number of lower band waves drifts to an even smaller value
(~0.49 (VAe/Ωe)

�1), but their peak amplitude nearly keeps unchanged.
However, upper band harmonic waves are significantly damped, but their
peak wave number just keeps constant (Figure 3c). Therefore, at this time,
the peak wave number of upper band waves now becomes 2.7 times that
of lower band waves, which is far away from the harmonic of lower
band waves.

The evolution of both lower band and upper band waves is further studied
in Figure 4, which displays dispersion relations and linear growth rates of
whistler mode waves for (a, b) Ωet= 200–300 and (c, d) Ωet= 300–400,
respectively. The black line in Figure 4a or 4c is the dispersion relation of
whistler mode waves obtained from the linear theory by using plasma
parameters at the middle time of each interval. The linear growth rates

in Figures 4b and 4d are calculated in the same way. And some necessary parameter values for linear theory
calculations are listed in Table 1. We also mark the dominant wave mode with the maximummagnetic power
by using white and red stars for lower band and upper band waves, respectively. During Ωet= 200–300, the
dominant wave mode for lower band waves is located at (~0.65 (VAe/Ωe)

�1, ~0.27 Ωe) (Figure 4c), which is
consistent with the most unstable mode given by the linear growth rate (Figure 4b). This indicates that lower
band whistler mode waves should be linearly generated by the anisotropy of hot electrons, while the

(a)

(c)

(b)

HW

LW

Figure 2. The k-t spectrogram of (a) transverse fluctuating magnetic fields
δBt/B0 and (b) fluctuating electric fields δEx along the wave vector; (c) time
profiles of magnetic amplitudes of lower band whistler mode waves δBLW/B0
(black solid line) and upper band harmonic waves δBHW/B0 (black dashed
line), and their amplitude ratio δBHW/δBLW (blue line). In Figures 2a and 2b,
the lower band waves (LW) and upper band harmonic waves (HW) are
separated by the wave number at 0.5 Ωe (black dashed lines) based on the
linear theory.
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dominant wave mode for upper band waves is located at (~1.30 (VAe/Ωe)
�1, ~0.56Ωe), which is just two times

of that for lower band waves, that is, the second harmonic of lower band waves. However, the linear growth
rate of upper band harmonic waves is almost zero, indicating that they cannot directly extract free energy
from hot electrons, which indirectly supports that upper band waves should be excited through some
nonlinear process, such as lower band cascade. As the time increases, the dominant wave mode of lower
band waves has drifted to (~0.52 (VAe/Ωe)

�1, ~0.18 Ωe) in Figure 4c, which is still consistent with the most
unstable mode given by the linear growth rate in Figure 4d. This suggests that the frequency drift of lower

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. The spectra of transverse fluctuating magnetic fields δBt/B0 as a function of wave number at (a) Ωet= 180,
(b) Ωet= 340, and (c) Ωet= 600, respectively. The peak wave number for lower band and upper band waves are denoted
by blue and red dashed lines, respectively.

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Figure 4. The dispersion relations of whistler mode waves obtained from two-dimensional Fourier transform of δBt/B0 and
linear growth rates during: (a, b) Ωet= 200–300 and (c, d) Ωet= 300–400, respectively. In Figures 4a and 4c, the
dominant wave modes are denoted by white and red stars for lower band and upper band waves, respectively.
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band waves should be controlled by a quasi-linear process, which is
related to the decline of the anisotropy of hot electrons. For upper band
waves, whose dominant wave mode just keeps unchanged, their growth
rates are always negative (Figure 4d), meaning that they are damped in
this system. This is quite consistent with the continuous decrease of the

amplitude of upper band harmonic waves after ~300 Ω�1
e shown in

Figure 2.

We also calculate the bicoherence index (bc) to confirm the lower band
cascade mechanism. Figure 5 shows the bicoherence index between the

electromagnetic (δEy) and electrostatic (δEx) components of whistler mode waves for Ωet= 300–350, when
upper band harmonic waves reach the saturation. The bicoherence index is a widely usedmethod to quantify
the resonant condition among three waves (Gao, Lu, et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2014; Gao, Ke, et al., 2017; Gao, Lu,
& Wang, 2017; Nariyuki & Hada, 2006; Nariyuki et al., 2009; van Milligen et al., 1995), which is given by

δEx kExð ÞδEy kEy
� �

δE�y kHWð Þ
D E��� ���2= δEx kExð ÞδEy kEy

� ��� ��2D E
δE�y kHWð Þ
��� ���2

� �
(where kHW= kEx+ kEy, kEy and kEx are

wave numbers of the electromagnetic (δEy) and electrostatic (δEx) components of lower band whistler

mode waves, respectively, and the bracket h…i denotes an average over a 50 Ω�1
e time interval) in this

study. The black dashed line in this panel marks the peak wave number of upper band waves, that is, kEx
+ kEy= 1.30(VAe/Ωe)

�1, where is also the high-bc region. The largest bc marked by a gray arrow is located
at kExVAe/Ωe≈ 0.65, kEyVAe/Ωe≈ 0.65, and kHWVAe/Ωe≈ 1.30 with bc = 0.72, meaning that there is strong
coupling process among the electromagnetic (δEy) and electrostatic (δEx) components of lower band
waves and the electromagnetic component (δEy) of upper band waves. This is consistent with the
scenario of lower band cascade (Gao, Lu, et al., 2016; Gao, Ke, et al., 2017).

The dependences of the magnetic amplitude of upper band harmonic waves on the wave normal angle of
lower band whistler mode waves and the anisotropy of hot electrons are also studied. Figures 6a–6c exhibit
the k-t spectrogram of δBt/B0 for cases of (a) θ = 10° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0= 4, (b) θ =30° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0= 4, and
(c) θ = 30° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0 = 8, respectively. The black dashed lines just mark the wave number at the fre-
quency 0.5 Ωe based on the dispersion relation of the linear theory. And Figure 6d gives the spectrum of
δBt/B0 as a function of the wave number for cases (a) and (c) at the time when lower band waves reach their
saturation. As shown in Figures 6a and 6b, upper band harmonic waves are produced in the system for both
cases. Although the magnetic amplitude of lower band waves is smaller in case (b), the generated upper
band waves have a larger magnetic amplitude, which should be resulted from the larger electrostatic com-
ponent of lower band waves for θ =30°. To further show the importance of the electrostatic component,

we also performed another run with θ =30° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0 = 8. As
shown in Figure 6d, lower band whistler mode waves have the nearly
same magnetic amplitude in cases (a) and (c), while the electrostatic com-
ponent of lower band waves is much larger for the more oblique case
θ = 30° (not shown here). Therefore, upper band waves are generated
through lower band cascade with a much larger amplitude for the case
of θ =30°. This is also consistent with observations by Gao, Lu, et al.
(2016), where they found that the amplitude threshold of lower band cas-
cade for lower band waves with larger WNAs is smaller. Figure 7 displays
the k-t spectrogram of δBt/B0 for three cases of (a) A = 3, (b) A = 4, and
(c) A = 6, respectively, where A≡ Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0. Here the wave normal angle
is fixed at θ = 30° for three cases. In all panels, the black dashed lines mark
the wave number at 0.5 Ωe based on the linear theory. For all cases, there
are two-band whistler mode waves excited in the system with a power
minimum around 0.5Ωe. Moreover, there is a clear trend that themagnetic
amplitude of upper band waves increases as the increase of the anisotropy
of hot electrons, which is mainly due to the enhanced lower band waves.

Figure 8 shows the amplitude ratio δBHW/δBLW between upper band and
lower band waves as a function of the wave normal angle θ for different

bc =0.72

Figure 5. The bicoherence indices between electromagnetic (δEy) and elec-
trostatic (δEx) components of whistler mode waves for Ωet= 300–350. The
black dashed line corresponds to kEx + kEy = 1.30(VAe/Ωe)

�1, while the gray
arrow marks the maximum bc.

Table 1
The Plasma Parameters for Linear Theory Calculations

Parameter Valuea Valueb

vh ∣ ∣/VAe 1.41 1.69
Th⊥/Th ∣ ∣ 2.71 1.70
vc ∣ ∣/VAe 0.036 0.073
Tc⊥/Tc ∣ ∣ 1.30 0.63

aSelected time Ωet = 250. bSelected time Ωet = 350
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anisotropies of hot electrons. Each symbol “*” denotes a simulation run, which is color coded by the
anisotropy of hot electrons. Here the amplitude ratio is calculated at the saturation time of upper band
waves. As shown in Figure 8, the amplitude ratio is found to vary over a large range of 5%–20%, and the
observed amplitude ratios also fall in this range (Gao, Lu, et al., 2016). Clearly, the amplitude ratio is

(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

Figure 6. The k-t spectrogram of transverse fluctuating magnetic fields δBt/B0 obtained from the fast Fourier transform for
the case (a) θ = 10° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0 = 4, (b) θ = 30° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0 = 4, and (c) θ = 30° and Th ⊥ 0/Th ∣ ∣ 0 = 8, respec-
tively; (d) the spectrum of δBt/B0 as a function of the wave number for both Figures 6a and 6c at the time when lower band
waves reach their saturation. The red and blue lines in Figure 6d represent Figures 6a and 6c, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)A=3 A=4 A=6

Figure 7. The k-t spectrogramof δBt/B0 for three cases of (a) A = 3, (b) A = 4, and (c) A = 6, respectively. Here thewave normal
angle is fixed at θ= 30° for all cases and the black dashed linesmark thewave number at 0.5Ωe estimated from linear theory.
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positively correlated with the wave normal angle of lower band waves but is
anticorrelated with the anisotropy of hot electrons. It is worth noting that the
amplitude ratio is quite variable during each simulation run (Figure 2c), which
is due to the evolution of both lower band and upper band waves. However,
we still get the same trend of the amplitude ratio with the wave normal angle
of lower band waves and the anisotropy of hot electrons, when the amplitude
ratio is calculated at the saturation time of lower band waves.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

With a 1-D PIC simulation model, we have investigated the lower band cascade
of whistler waves excited by anisotropic hot electrons. Lower band whistler
mode waves are firstly excited due to the anisotropy of hot electrons, whose
peak wave number and frequency are consistent with the most unstable mode
given by the linear theory. Then, upper band harmonic waves are generated
through the coupling between the electromagnetic and electrostatic compo-
nents of lower band waves, which supports the scenario of lower band cascade.
Moreover, the peak wave number (or frequency) of lower band waves will gradu-

ally drift to smaller values due to the decline of the anisotropy of hot electrons, while the peak wave number
of upper band harmonic waves are kept unchanged, but their amplitude continuously decreases after the
saturation. We further find that the magnetic amplitude of upper band harmonic waves tends to increase
with the increase of the wave normal angle of lower band waves or the anisotropy of hot electrons.
Besides, the amplitude ratio between upper band and lower band waves is positively correlated with the
wave normal angle of lower band waves but is anticorrelated with the anisotropy of hot electrons.

Based on THEMIS waveform data, Gao, Lu, et al. (2016) have reported two special multiband chorus events,
where the upper band chorus wave is the harmonic of the lower band chorus wave. Then, they proposed
a new mechanism to explain this multiband chorus wave, named as lower band cascade, and further sug-
gested that this could be a potential generation mechanism of upper band chorus waves. With a 1-D PIC
simulation model, Gao, Ke, et al. (2017) successfully reproduced multiband chorus waves and confirmed
the lower band cascade mechanism. In this study, we initialize the simulation model with anisotropic hot
electrons instead of injecting a monochromatic pump whistler mode wave (Gao, Ke, et al., 2017), which is
a more self-consistent initial setup. As a result, whistler mode waves generated in our simulations are more
like those observed in the Earth’s magnetosphere, whose spectrum typically haves a finite bandwidth.

Based on satellite observations, upper band chorus emissions usually have larger wave normal angles com-
paredwith lower band choruswaves (Li, Bortnik, et al., 2011). In Figures 6 and 8, lower band cascade is stronger
(or easily to occur) for lower band waves with larger WNAs, which means that upper band waves tend to be
excited with larger WNAs. Therefore, upper band waves may be observed typically with a larger WNA in the
magnetosphere. Moreover, the power gap at 0.5fce will not be found if the frequencies of lower band waves
are over 0.25fce, which is also reported in Gao, Lu, et al. (2016) (Figure 5). However, Kurita et al. (2012) also
reported several rising-tone chorus eventswithout apower gap,which canbeexplainedby thenonlinearwave
growth theory of Omura et al. (2008).

More interestingly, the peak wave number (or frequency) of lower band waves will gradually drift to smaller
values during the simulation, but the peak wave number of upper band harmonic waves is kept nearly con-
stant (Figures 2 and 3). Therefore, their wave number ratio can become much larger than 2, meaning that
upper band waves are no longer the second harmonic of lower band waves. This suggests that even though
upper band chorus waves are not observed to be harmonics of lower band waves in the Earth’s magneto-
sphere, they may still be generated through the lower band cascade. Besides, upper band waves continu-
ously decay after their saturation (Figures 2 and 3), which is also predicted by the negative linear growth
rate shown in Figure 4d. Since upper band waves have the larger wave number and frequency, they are more
easily resonant with energetic electrons. Here for upper band waves, the resonant velocities for cyclotron and
Landau resonances are about 0.39 VAe and 0.50 VAe, which indicates the cyclotron resonance is more impor-
tant here. However, to fully understand interactions between upper band waves and electrons and quantify
their contribution to energization of electrons still require a full study, which is beyond the scope of this

Figure 8. The amplitude ratio δBHW/δBLW between upper band and
lower band waves as a function of the wave normal angle θ for dif-
ferent anisotropies of hot electrons. Each symbol “*” denotes a simu-
lation run, which is color coded by the anisotropy (A) of hot electrons.
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paper. Note that these excited upper band waves through lower band cascade are driven modes, rather than
normal modes in this plasma system, which means that upper band waves may not necessarily satisfy the
dispersion relation of whistler mode waves.
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